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Title: Finding Inner Peace Amidst Work Burnout and Depression 
 
IntroducCon: Ms. X, a middle-aged program manager in a start-up company, has been caught in 
the relentless cycle of long work hours without respite. NeglecCng the signs of burnout, she 
found herself sinking into the depths of depression. To aid her recovery, I assisted her in 
applying for short-term disability and introduced the pracCce of mindfulness alongside 
prescribing anCdepressants. 
 
Exploring ExhausCon and Mental Fog: During our recent session, Ms. X expressed her deep 
concern over her persistent exhausCon. She struggled with distracCbility, forgeLulness, and the 
inability to concentrate. Moreover, she began to worry about her mental faculCes, as she made 
wrong turns while driving and felt disoriented. These experiences leM her quesConing her state 
of mind, contemplaCng if she was slipping into demenCa. Assuring her, I explained that these 
symptoms were manifestaCons of depression, which could be reversed with recovery. 
 
Discovering Inner Calm and the Mirror of Nature: Ms. X observed that while her inner world was 
chaoCc, the outside world remained serene when she immersed herself in nature, be it her 
backyard with its trees, plants, and birds or the tranquil ambiance of a beach, mountains, hills, 
or rocks. Pondering the correlaCon between her inner and outer experiences, she asked if the 
outside world mirrored her inner state. Drawing from Buddhist teachings, she comprehended 
that the true mind is akin to the vast sky, while thoughts are transient weather paPerns passing 
through. To address her quesCon about chasing away thoughts, I guided her by illustraCng how 
the sky doesn't dismiss the clouds but allows them to naturally pass by. 
 
Seeking Energy from the Universe: Ms. X expressed her curiosity about deriving energy from the 
universe, the sun, and the moon. She shared her experiences of feeling invigorated by the sun's 
warmth during sunbathing but feeling disconnected from the moon's energy despite its poeCc 
allure. Reassuring her, I emphasized that there was nothing wrong with her inability to sense 
energy from the moon. Moreover, I encouraged her to step away from excessive thinking and 
embrace a state of nonjudgmental awareness. By quieCng the thinking mind, she could tap into 
her spacious mind, as vast as the sky. I illustrated that both the sun and the moon have their 
beauty and significance, just as both dayCme and nighWme serve essenCal purposes. Similarly, 
both health and illness have their value, with illness providing an opportunity for rest, growth, 
and regeneraCon. This newfound insight resonated with Ms. X as she acknowledged the lessons 
her depression had taught her and recognized the beauty within her journey to healing. 
 
Conclusion: In the midst of work burnout and the depths of depression, Ms. X embarked on a 
transformaCve path towards inner peace. Through the pracCce of mindfulness, she 
rediscovered tranquility amidst life's challenges, realizing that the external world reflects her 
inner state and that embracing both light and darkness can lead to profound growth and 
appreciaCon. 


